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In my paper (Proc. Roy. Sot. Edinburgh Sect. A 64 (1956). 223-238). I gave a 
general transfer principle in the geometry of numbers which consisted of inequalities 
linking the successive minima of a convex body in n dimensions with those of a 
convex body in N dimensions where in general N is greater than n. This result con- 
tained in particular my earlier theorem on compound convex bodies (Proc. London 
Math. Sot. (3) 5 (1955), 358-379). In the present paper I apply essentially the same 
method to prove a new transfer principle which connects the successive minima of a 
convex body in m dimensions and those of a convex body in n dimensions with the 
successive minima of a convex body in mn dimensions. V 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. Let m 3 2 and n > 2 be integers, let R” and R” be the real 
m-dimensional and n-dimensional spaces of all points or vectors 
x = (x, )...) x,) and Y = (.Y, 3.‘.> Y,), 
respectively, and let R”” be the real mn-dimensional space of all points or 
vectors 
z = b,,, ~12,..., z,,), 
where the coordinates 
=hk, (h = 1, 2 ,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n) 
are arranged in lexicographical order. We denote by 
II, = (l,...) 0) )...) II, = (0 )..., 1 ) 
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the m points in R” with just one coordinate 1 and all others 0, by 
v1 = (l)..., 0) )..., v, = (0 ,..., 1 f 
the analogous points in R”, and by 
Whk? (h = 1, 2 )...) m, k = 1, 2 )...) n) 
the mn points in R”” which have a coordinate 1 at the place h, k and 0 at 
all other places. With the usual notation for sums of vectors and for the 
product of a vector with a scalar, the points x, y, and z may then be writ- 
ten as 
x= f XhUh, Y’ f Ykvk, zhk whk. 
h=i k=l h=i k=i 
Finally, denote by L”, L”, and L”” the lattices of all points in R”, R”, 
and R”“, respectively, which have integral coordinates. Then the lattice 
points uh form a basis of L”, the lattice points vk a basis of L”, and the lat- 
tice points whk form a basis of L”“. All three lattices have the deter- 
minant 1. 
2. We introduce now the mapping R” x R” -+ R”” defined by the 
equations 
Zhk=Xh-Yk> (h = 1, 2 ,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
We write z=x x y and note that here the order of x and y may not be 
altered. 
When x runs over the whole space R” and y over the whole space R”, 
then z = x x y describes the algebraic manifold in R”“, M say, which is 
defined by the algebraic equations 
Z,,kZij = z,,jz,k, h, i= 1, 2 ,..., m, k,j= 1, 2 ,..., n). 
since uh x vk = whk for h = 1, 2 ,..., m and k = 1, 2 ,..., n, the manifold ii4 con- 
tains the mn unit points whk which together span the space R”“. 
In the equation z = x x y the coordinates of z are bilinear forms in the 
coordinates of x and of y and hence are continuous functions in these coor- 
dinates. 
3. Denote by 
A = (#hi) and 
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a real non-singular m x m matrix of determinant 
a = det( a,,) # 0 
and a real non-singular n x n matrix of determinant 
b = det(b,,-) # 0. 
We associate with A the non-singular linear transformation of R” defined 
by 
X = Ax = (X, ,..., X,), where X,, = 2 a,,,x, (h = 1, 2 ,..., m) 
I=1 
and with 6 the non-singular linear transformation of R” defined by 
Y = By = ( Y, ,..., Y,), where Y, = f bkj y, (k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
j=l 
If simultaneously A is applied to x and 6 to y, then z =x x y is changed 
into 
Z = Ax x By =X x Y = (Z,, , 2,> ,..., Z,,), 
where the new coordinates Z,, are again numbered lexicographically and 
have the values 
ZM= fJ i a,ibkjzq> (h = 1, 2,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n ). 
i-1 j=l 
This is again a linear transformation of R”” defined by 
z=cz, where C = (c~~,~~) 
and c,,i.kj=ahibkj, (h, i= 1,,2 ,..., m, k, j= 1, 2 ,..., n), 
As is well known, the mn x mn matrix C has the determinant 
c = det(c,,,) = a”bm # 0, 
so that also C is non-singular. We shall use the notation C = A x B. 
4. A “body” is a point set with interior points and a “convex body” 
a closed bounded convex body which is symmetric in the coordinate origin 
o = (O,..., 0), and for which o is an interior point. 
Let K”’ be any convex body in R” and K” any convex body in R”. As the 
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point x runs over the whole of A?” and the point y over the whole of A”‘, 
the product point 
z=xxy (1) 
describes a certain point set, Z say, which is a subset of the manifold M. 
Denote by KY” the convex hull of Z so that K”” is a convex point set in 
R”“. We shall use the notation 
LEMMA 1. The point set K”‘” is a convex body. 
ProoJ Since the mapping (1) is continuous, both C and K”” are boun- 
ded closed point sets; further K”‘“, as already said, is convex. 
Next, if x is any point of Km, then also -x belongs to K”. Now 
(-x)xy= -xxy. 
It follows that if z is any point of Km”, then also -z belongs to k?““, and 
hence P” is symmetric in o. 
Finally, o is an interior point of K”“. For both K” and K” contain the 
origins of R” and of R”, respectively, as interior points. This implies that 
there exist two positive constants 6 and E such that I?’ contains the 2m 
points 
fd.U, (h = 1, 2 ,..., m), 
K” contains the 2n points 
f&.Vk (k = 1, 2 )...) n), 
and therefore both the set C and the convex body K”‘” contain the 2mn 
points 
+SE’Whk (h = 1, 2 ,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
But then, by convexity, I?” contains all points of the form 
h=l k=l 
where t,,, t,2 ,..., t,,,, denote any real numbers satisfying the inequality 
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Since the mn points whk span the space R”‘“. it follows that o is an interior 
point of K”“. This concludes the proof. 
5. Let again A, B, and C be the transformations in Section 3, and 
let further K”” = Km x K”. Put 
K”“’ = AK”‘, K”” = BK”, and K”“” = CK”“. 
Here AK” is to consist of all points Ax, where x belongs to K”, and 
similarly for BK” and CK”“. Since we are dealing with affine transfor- 
mations, K”“, K”“, and K”“” are again convex bodies, and moreover 
Next denote by 
the volumes of Km, K”, and K”‘” in their respective spaces and by J”‘“‘, 
J o(n), and J”‘“.“’ the analogous volumes of K”“, K”“, and K”““, respectively. 
Then evidently 
Therefore 
J O(m)n JO(tt)m/JOh.n) = J’“‘” J(nh/JbWl 
so that this quotient of volumes is invariant under the transformations. 
6. Consider first a special case. Denote by G”’ and G” the unit ball 
1x1 < 1 in R” and the unit ball IyI < 1 in R” and define a convex body G”” 
by the equation 
G”” = G” x G”. 
This body G mn is rather complicated and is in fact the convex hull of the 
intersection of the unit ball IzI < 1 in R”” with the manifold M. Let g’“‘, 
g (n), and g(Wd be the volumes of G”, G”, and G”“, respectively. These three 
volumes depend only on the degrees m and n. 
Next let E” be any ellipsoid in R” and E” any ellipsoid in R”, both with 
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their centres at the origins of R” and R”, respectively, and let E”” be the 
convex body in R”” defined by 
E”” = Em x E”. 
The volumes of E”, En, and E”” will be denoted by e’“‘, e’“‘, and efm.“‘, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a positive number c, depending only on m and n 
such that 
Proof. There exist two non-singular linear transformations A in R” and 
B in R” such that 
E” = AG” and En = BG” 
and therefore 
En’” =I CG”“, 
where C is derived from A and B as in Section 3. It follows now from Sec- 
tion 5 that 
(p” = agm), e(n)=b (n) g 9 
whence the assertion on putting 
c,=g 
fmw)/ Im)n (nkn 
/g g * 
7. If S is any point set and s > 0 is a scalar, denote as usual by sS 
the set of all points sP where P runs over S. It is obvious that in this 
notation, for every convex body K”’ in R” and every convex body K’ in R” 
and for any two positive numbers s and t, from the definition of K” x K”, 
SK” x tK” = stK-. 
By the same definition, if KY and K;” are two convex bodies in R”, and 
KY and K; are two convex bodies in R,, such that 
and if further 
KycKy and K; c K: 
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then also 
Let now again Km, K”, and K”‘” = R” x K” be the original convex bodies 
in R”, R”, and R”“, respectively, and let J”“‘, J’“‘, and J”“~” be their 
volumes. Then the following result holds: 
THEOREM 1. There exist two positive constants c2 and c3 which depend 
only on the dimensions m and n such that 
C*JlmlnJln)m < JW7I < C3Jw~)~J(“)y 
Proof, By a theorem by John [l] there exists in R” an ellipsoid E” and 
in R” an ellipsoid E” such that 
hence that 
(mn)- ‘12E”‘” c K”‘” c E”“. 
Let again .I’“), #“I, J(m,n’, elm’, e’“‘, e(m-n) be the volume of Km, K”, K’““, E”‘, 
E”, and E”“, respectively. Then m ~ “?Em has the volume m -m”e’m’, 
n -‘/‘En has the volume n Pni2e(“), and (mn) “‘Em” has the volume 
(mn)- mn’2e(m,n! By what has already been proved, 
m -m/2elm) < J’“‘< elmJ n “:2e’“’ < J’“‘< eln), 
(mn)-mn,2elni:) 6 Jwl) 6 e’“~“‘. 
Therefore by Lemma 2, 
J’“.“‘/J’“‘“J’“‘” ~elm.nqm-m/?elm))-n (n--n/7eln))-m < c,(mn)mn 
and 
JbnJI,/J’m)nJ(“)” 3 (mn)~““/2e’“.“‘/e’“‘“e’“‘” = c,(nln)-“““‘, 
On putting c2 = c,(mn)~““/’ and cj = c,(mn)m’i, this proves the assertion. 
8. To each of the three convex bodies K”, K”, and I?‘” 
corresponds a convex distance function, F’“‘(x) in R”, F’“‘(y) in R”, and 
F’“,“)(z) in R”“, respectively. Here, e.g., F’“‘(x) is defined by 
0 < F’“‘(x) < 1 if and only if x E Km, 
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or more explicitly, 
XESK” if IsI 2 F’“‘(x) and X$SK” if IsI <P’“‘(x). 
Further, 
I+‘( 0) = 0, F’“‘(x) > 0 if x#o; 
F’“‘(sx) = ISI F(x) for all real s and x E R”; 
F’“‘(x, + x2) d F’“‘(x,) + I-(x2). 
Analogous properties are satisfied by the two other distance functions 
F’“‘(y) and F’“.“‘(z), in particular, 
0 6 F’“‘(y) 6 1 if and only if y E KC”‘, 
0 < F’“,“‘(z) < 1 if and only if z E Km”. 
LEMMA 3. If x E R” and y E R” and therefore z = x x y E R”“, then 
F(m,n’(Z) d F’“‘(x) F’“‘(y). 
Proof. The assertion is obvious if x = o or y = o and therefore z = 0. Let 
therefore x #o and y # o so that 
F’“‘(x) > 0 and F’“‘(y) > 0. 
On putting 
.o=p’(x)-’ x and yO=F’“‘(y)-’ y, 
evidently Pnt’(xo) = 1 and F’“‘(y’) = 1 and therefore X’E K” and y’~ R. 
On defining z” now by z” = x0 x y”, 
Z”=XoXyo=P’(x)-‘P’(y)-lxxy=Fm’(x)-~F(”’(y)-’z. 
Since x0 E K” and y” E K”, also z” E Km” and therefore F(m,n)(~o) < 1. But 
I;(m%n’(ZO) +v-yx)--I F’yy)- p-Lnl(Z), 
whence the assertion. 
9. We combine the results so far obtained with Minkowski’s 
theorem on the successive minima of a convex body in a lattice 
(Minkowski [4] ). 
This theorem will be applied three times, to Km relative to the lattice L” 
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in R”, to K” relative to the lattice L” in R”. and to K”“’ relative to the lat- 
tice L”” in R”“. By this theorem, there exist then 
m linearly independent points xl,..., x”’ in L”‘, 
n linearly independent points y I,..., y” in L”. 
WZ~ linearly independent points z’,..., z’“” in L”“‘. 
with the corresponding successive minima 
pjy) zz F’“‘(Xh), (h = 1, 2 )..., nz), 
&I = pyyk), (k = 1. 2 ,..., rz), 
PI ‘m,f!l = F(“‘.“) (Z’L (I = 1) 2 )...) rnrz), 
such that the following properties hold: 
2 ,,I,, - 
(mn)! 
< J(“W)&PI.“) p;;fi’ < 2”“‘. 
(ii) If Xl,..., X” are m linearly independent points in L”, Y I,..., Y” n 
linearly independent points in L”, and Z’,..., Z”” mn linearly independent 
points in L”“, and if these points are ordered such that 
l-+)(X’) < F’““(X”) 6 . . . ,< F”p’)(Xm), 
F”‘)(Y’) < F’“‘(Y’) 6 <F’“‘(Y), 
I;(‘d(Z’) < F’“.“‘(Z2) < . . . < F(“Ln)(Zmfi), 
then 
F’“‘( X”) 2 /A;~,“‘, (I2 = 1, 2 ,..., m), 
F’“)(Yk) 2 pp, (k= 1, 2 ,..., ,I), 
pmyzq 3 pyw), (I= 1, 2 ,..., mn). 
Here, in the inequalities (i), the factors J’“), J”‘), and J(m,n’ are again the 
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volumes of the convex bodies K”, R, and K”“, respectively. We deduce 
from these inequalities that the quotient 
satisfies the inequalities 
Here apply Theorem 1 to the quotient J’m~n’J(“‘-“J’“‘~” and put 
cq = (cg(mn)! 2”“)-’ and c5 = (m!)” (n!)” (c32”“)-‘. 
We obtain then the following result: 
LEMMA 4. There exist two positive constants cq and c5 which depend only 
on m and n such that 
10. Let again xh (h = 1, 2 ,..., m) be m linearly independent points in 
L” and yk (k= 1, 2,..., n), n linearly independent points in L” at which the 
successive minima @) and &’ are attained. Then the mn product points 
Zhk = Xh x yk, (h = 1, 2,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n) 
lie in the lattice L”” and, moreover, they are linearly independent. For 
there are two non-singular transformations A and B as in Section 2 such 
that 
xh = AlI, (h = 1, 2,..., m) and yk = Bv, (k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Further, C = A x B is non-singular, and 
Zhk = cw hk> (h = 1, 2 ,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n), 
where the mn unit points whk span the space R”“. 
Put 
f”~g.n’= Ef*Jq Zhk), (h = 1, 2,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n) 
and denote for I= 1, 2,..., mn by fi”,“’ the same quantities fi;xn) ordered 
according to size, 
fyv <fpk”’ < . . . 6 f En’. (2) 
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This ordering (which will not be unique if several of the values f’j$!.“) are 
equal) establishes thus a 1 -to- 1 correspondence 
l++ (h, k) 
between the integers I in 1 < I < mn and the pairs of integers (h, k) with 
1 <h<m, 1 dk<n. 
From property (ii) of the successive minima pjrn.“) and from the ordering 
(2) it follows that 
fl m,n) > (m.n) ,P/ 2 (I= 1, 2 ,..., mn). 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3, 
We obtain therefore the system of mn inequalities 
(iii) pjrn,“) 6 pirnJpp) for I++ (h, k), 
from which, on multiplying over all suffixes 1, it follows in particular that 
(rndl)... PI P (m,n) < mn , (/qn). . .pcfnm,)n (py...p~))m, 
which is slightly better than the right-hand inequality given by Lemma 4. A 
valid inequality is also obtained if on the left-hand side of this formula the 
factor pim.n) is omitted while the right-hand side is divided by the 
corresponding product /Q)&) where again 1 c-t (h, k). On dividing now 
the left-hand formula in Lemma 4 by this new inequality, it follows that 
(iv) pjm*n) 3 c4~~Y’)~~), for I ++ (h, k). 
We have so obtained the following result: 
THEOREM 2. There exists a constant c4 > 0 depending only on m and n, 
with the following property: Denote by pi”‘), (h = 1, 2,..., m), the successive 
minima of the convex body K”’ in R”, by up) (k = 1, 2 ,..., n), the successive 
minima of the convex body K” in R”, and b-y u~“‘~“) (I= 1, 2,..., mn), the suc- 
cessive minima of the convex body KY”“’ = K” x K” in R”“. Let further pjm,“) 
(I = 1, 2 ,..., mn), be the mn products 
pppp, (h = 1, 2 ,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n) 
numbered in order of increasing size, 
p\m.n) < pp4 < . . < p;yo. 
Then 
CA pjm.nl < py.4 < pjm%n) (1= 1, 2 ,..., mn). 
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Hence in particular, 
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11. By means of Theorem 2 we shall finally prove a property of the 
successive minima of convex bodies defined by linear inequalities. The two 
special convex distance functions 
F~~)(x)=max(Ix,l,..., [x,1) and CP(Y)=~=~Y,I~...~ IvA) 
generate the convex bodies 
K;; : Fbm)(x) < 1 in R” and K;;: @‘(y) < 1 in R”, 
which are generalized cubes of side 2 with their centres at the origin of R” 
and R”, respectively. The product body 
K,*- = K;; x K;f 
in R”” is rather complicated. If F$(m*“‘(z) is its distance function, then K,*“” 
consists of the points z E R”” for which 
Fo*‘“3”‘(z) 6 1. 
We introduce the further distance function 
FlFYz) = max(lz,,I, l~,21,..., lz,,l) 
and the corresponding convex body 
K;;“: @‘,“‘(z) 6 1 in R”“, 
which is again a generalised cube of side 2 with centre at the origin. It is 
easily seen that 
K*- c K; 0 
and therefore 
Fb”Jyz) < Fo*‘“3”‘(z) for all z E R”“. (1) 
Further, the origin o is an interior point of K,*““. This implies that there 
is a constant c6 > 0 depending only on m and n such that all points z 
satisfying 
641/24/b3 
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belong to K,*““, hence that 
,y c cb KW”‘, 
and therefore 
F(y3”‘(z) d csFb”qz) for all z c R”“. (II) 
12. Denote again by 
A = (ah;) and B = (b/c;) 
a real m x m matrix and a real n x n matrix, and by 
C = A x B = (c/+), where c,,~,~~ = ahibkj, 
the mn x mn matrix formed from A and B. It suffices to consider the case 
when all three matrices have the determinants 1, 
a= 1, b= 1, 
The four new distance functions 
F’“‘(x) = Fb”‘(Ax) in R”, 
and 
F*h.n)(Z) = F;hd(CZ) and 
define the convex bodies 
c=anbm= 1. 
F’“‘(y) = Fb”‘( By) in R”, 
F’“,“‘(z) = Fh-‘( Cz) in R”” 
Km: F’“‘(x) < 1 in R”, r: Fyy) 6 1 in R”, 
and 
pm. . F*(m3”)(~) 6 1 and 67”: Pqz) d 1 in R”“. 
Of these bodies K”, K”, and K”” are generalised parallelepipeds with their 
centres at the origin, but the body 
K *““‘=K”‘xK” 
is more complicated. 
In any case, inequalities (I) and (II) of the last section imply that 
Pm,“)(z) < FC-yZ) d CJ+JqZ) for all points z E R”“. (III) 
With a slight change of notation, let 
(ml 
ph 9 
(n) 
pk ) PL:‘m2n’? 
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be the successive minima of P, 87, K*m”, and x”” in the lattices L”, L”, 
and Lm”, respectively. Further denote by 
z*’ and z’ (1= 1, 2,..., mn) 
two systems of nan linearly independent lattice points in L”” such that 
py.n) = F*bn.n,(Z”‘) and pjm,n) =: F(“.“)(zj) (l= 1, 2 ,...) mn). 
Here, by Theorem 2, if pjmvn) has the same meaning as before, 
Cd pjm.4 < pyw g pj”.“’ (I = 1, 2 ,...) mn). 
Further, by property (ii) of the successive minima, 
$w”qzg 2 F*(wqZ*‘), pwqZ*f) > pwJ)(zl) (I= 1, 2,..., mn), 
and therefore by (III) 
(C4/C6) pp.“’ 6 ( 1/C6) &+,n) < --PI (m-n) < j@n**n) < pjm.n) 
We thus arrive at the following result: 
(I= 1, 2 ,..., mn). 
THEOREM 3. There exists a constant c7 > 0 depending on& on m and n, 
with the following property : Denote by A = (ahi) a real m x m matrix and by 
B = (h,) a real n x n matrix, and let C be the mn x mn matrix 
C = A x B = (c,,&, where c,,,~ = ahi * b, 
(h = 1, 2 ,.,., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Without loss of generality, all three matrices have the determinant 1. Let 
/if”‘, ,up’, and ujmsn) be the successive minima of the convex distance functions 
and 
respective~y~ Denote by pj”‘“) (l= 1, 2,..., mn) the products 
pp’pp’ 1 (h = 1, 2 ,..., m, k = 1, 2 ,..., n), 
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numbered such that 
Then 
c7 pjwd < pjm.n) 6 pj”.“‘, (l= 1, 2 ,..., mn), 
and in particular, 
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